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" province had contributed 36 per cent, of the total " taxes on income collected in the whole of India." That was the figure I had in mind. 1 suppose, Mr. Wiles, that that means that the machinery of income-tax collection inside the boundaries of this Presidency produces and accounts for that percentage ?—That is so.
 47.	That is not quite the same  thing,  is it,   as
saying that the contribution of the Bombay Presi
dency, considered from the point of view of Govern
ment taxation, is that percentage ?—No, it   would
not be exactly the same thing, of course.    You can
assume that some of the tax which is paid in Bombay
may be earned in an outside province.
 48.	It does not matter whether you take Bombay
or whether you take Bengal, but take any great
company which may have shareholders in different
parts of India, such as the jute companies of Bengal.
I suppose that there are people who have interests
as shareholders in those companies that do not live
in Bengal ?—It has been found from such investiga
tion as can be made that, as far as Bombay  is
concerned, the great bulk of the income-tax is earned
within the borders of the province.    I think that has
been admitted by the Government of India.
 49.	I   wanted   to   know   what   you   meant   by
" earned."    Do you regard the test as  regards a
company as being where the company carries on
business,  or do you  think it material  to inquire
where are the shareholders to whom the dividends
are paid ?—They are both material.    I was referring,
when I said " earned," rather to the allocation of
the shareholders.

 50.	As-you know very well, it is a complication
which presents itself whenever you think about this
income-tax subject.—I do not know whether you
would like me to' put now, in another form, this
particular objection about the income-tax ?
 51.	I wish you would ?—I would like to put it like
this, that if there is to be any real provincial financial
autonomy, we ought to aim at a system of taxation
which will permit the local Government to distribute
its taxes according to principles which are recognised
as being equitable.    One of those principles is that
there should be some sort of equality of sacrifice
spread over the population  of the  province.    By
having removed from our sphere of taxation the
whole  of the  industries  of  the  province,   we  are
completely prevented from following that canon of
taxation.    We can have no   equality   of   sacrifice
within the province, because we cannot tax industries
at all;   we can only tax the cultivator and the poor
man.
52.	If I follow yoii, in saying that, you: are for
the moment—I  am not complaining,  but just to
follow—confining yourself to the boundaries of the
province, and you are treating the people that live
in the province, the different classes, agriculturists,
business men, lawyers, everybody,  as though you
had to consider equality of sacrifice limiting it to
such revenue as the province gets out of that and
keeps ?—Quite so.    I  am not suggesting that the
principle should not also be applied to the taxation
of India as a whole.    It should be.
53.	What I mean is this—I quite follow the point
which you make;   it is -  	--*	L—J-
 not ? Still, I see what you mean, that it is a desirable thing, if you can. even though there are central taxes as well as provincial taxes, to have the provincial taxes, the provincial burden, so-spread that all classes of the community are taxed on the principle, as far as possible, of equality of sacrifice ?—Quite so. If that principle cannot be followed by the Provincial Government, they are tempted, obliged, to get money from where they can. If this sphere of taxation is removed from them, they are left to place improper burdens on the people who are left to them to tax.
 55.	Does  that consideration,   in   your  judgment,
lead to the view that a complete separation of sources-
of revenue could not be insisted upon too stiictly ?
—Undoubtedly, sir, if it conflicts with that principle*
 56.	I mean, taking Indian conditions as you know
them, does it conflict with that principle ?--! think
it does.    I think it is impossible to have a complete,
separation of resources without conflicting with that
principle.
 57.	And, of course, it strikes one very much when
one looks into it that it is strange, too, that revenue
from land should be drawn, as I understand it  is,
entirely from country districts,  and,  on the other
hand, that income-tax should be drawn, in substance,
entirely from industrial districts ?—That is a very
important point.    We have not an income-tax on
agricultural income.
58.	There are some gentlemen sitting round  here
who -would be very much relieved if they were told
that  there was  no  income-tax in   the agricultural
districts of England, and there are others of its who
would be greatly sxirprised if there was no sort of
tax on land in towns'..    We have both in both places,
though it may not, perhaps,  be done on scientific
principles.    You have a system by which land tax
is all country :   income-tax is all town ?—Well, we
have  a land  tax  in  the towns  as  well,  on    non-
agricultural land.
 59.	I am speaking in substance ?—Yes.
 60.	As long as you have that principle, do you
think that you could gain what you suggest, that is
to say, equality of burden within the province for
provincial purposes, as long as you separate heads
of revenue ?—Not without some balancing factors.
 61.	Will you   just   shortly tell   us what   is   the
proposal which you think ought.to be considered for
the purpose of introducing an adequate balancing
factor ?—We have asked that in any future settle
ment we shall have part of the income-tax, part of
the tax which is collected from the industries of the
province.    The exact method  by which   that can
be* arrived at is a matter for further argument and
discussion, I think;  but we have put forward what
seemed to us, from the evidence which we have in
Bombay, to be a fair system, a system which would
suit us very well.
 62.	As regards the machinery of collection, you
are not proposing, I suppose, that that should be
other than centralised ?—No.
63.	You are not, I think putting forward a proposal
that the provincial legislature should  call for  or
request some added rate of tax which the Central
Government should collect for them ?    You are not
 
the Presidency, says the agriculturists, or the people who vend h'quor. or whatever it may be, or, on the other hand, that it has not got any money to spend which is drawn from the industrial and commercial classes, because that goes to the centre. I quite follow the point; but if you are talking about equality of sacrifice, which is a very important principle, you would have to bear in mind, would you not, that the industrial and commercial classes are making a sacrifice notwithstanding that the sacrifice takes the form of contributing to the central revenue >—Quite so, sir.- I see your point
«4. And that -is a fair thing to remember-, is it
 India and the-central authorities to determine what 'was to be the rate of income-tax, and then that the new arrangement should be one by which the Government of India should pay over some fraction of the proceeds of income-tax so far as it was regarded as coming-from this Presidency ?—Yes.
 65.	Is your idea that the arrangement would be
one which would in the same way hand over the
same fraction of the income-tax produced by other
provinces J—Yes ;  we have not proposed that there
should be any differentiation so far as the fraction
goes.
 66.	Of course, Bombay would get more money,
because it produces more income ?—That is true.

